Get comfortable
with choices.
Protective eyewear that self-adjusts to individual
wearer, helping to provide comfort all day.
When it comes to protective eyewear, comfort matters. That’s what
sets the 3M™ SecureFit™ Protective Eyewear product family apart. The
proprietary 3M™ Pressure Diffusion Temple Technology helps provide
a secure, snug fit, while not compromising comfort. Factor in durable
lightweight design, lens colors, coating options and other comfort
features, and you’ll see protective eyewear in a whole new light.

3M™ SecureFit™ Protective Eyewear 600 Series
The quality, durability and versatility of the 3M™ SecureFit™ Protective Eyewear 600 Series bring
higher performance to workplace needs, with a variety of features that include lens coating options
such as 3M™ Scotchgard™ Anti-fog Coating, multiple lens colors, readers and polarized lens options.
Long-lasting clarity
Scotchgard™ Anti-fog Coating
retains its effectiveness for at least
25 washings with water *

Secure, comfortable fit
with 3M™ Pressure Diffusion
Temple (PDT) Technology

Lens
Anti-fog Coating

Durable polycarbonate lenses
absorb 99.9% of UVA and UVB rays
and meet the requirements of ANSI
Z87.1-2015 Standard as an Impact
Rated spectacle

Stylish yet
sturdy frame
that nearly
anyone
can wear

Rugged anti-scratch (RAS)
coating helps extend the life of the lens
Optional removable foam-lined gasket
helps keep debris out of your eyes while
providing comfort and cushioning

Multiple lens color options
including photochromic and
polarized lenses

+ 1 .5
+2.0
+2.5

Optional readers
with 3M™ Scotchgard™ Anti-fog
Coating and a range of diopters

* Based on 3M internal testing per EN168 test method when compared with traditional anti-fog coatings.

Other lens color and shade options

Grey

Indoor/
Outdoor Grey

Amber

Clear

Low IR

Shade 3.0

Shade 5.0

Polarized

Photochromic

The science behind Scotchgard™ Anti-fog Technology.

Uncoated

Scotchgard™ coated
Scotchgard™ Anti-fog Lens Coating causes
these droplets to flatten out and form a thin
film, reducing the scattering of light.

In hot and humid environments, tiny droplets
form on the lens and scatter incoming light,
making it more difficult for you to see clearly.
LENS

LENS

ANTI-FOG COATING

3M™ SecureFit™ Protective Eyewear 400 Series
Greater comfort is achieved through advancements in science. The 400 Series features
3M™ Pressure Diffusion Temple Technology, soft one-piece nose bridge, dual-injected temples
and optional foam-lined gasket.

Benefits and Features

Secure, comfortable fit
with 3M™ Pressure Diffusion
Temple (PDT) Technology
Optional removable
foam-lined gasket
helps keep debris out of
your eyes while providing
comfort and cushioning

Dual-injected, padded
temple touchpoints for
added comfort over the ears

Soft one-piece nose bridge

Other lens color options
Motion-inspired, contoured piping
in a bold, modern color palette for an
infusion of style

Polycarbonate lenses
absorb 99.9% of UVA and UVB rays and meet the
requirements of ANSI Z87.1-2015 Standard as an Impact
Rated spectacle

Clear

Grey

Optional readers
with a range of diopters 1.5+, 2.0+, 2.5+

Indoor/Outdoor
Mirror Lens

3M™ SecureFit™ Protective Eyewear 200 Series
The right fit changes everything. Temples automatically self-adjust to help provide
a secure, comfortable fit each time.

Benefits and Features
Contemporary and lightweight,
weighs less than 1 ounce
Polycarbonate lenses
absorb 99.9% of UVA and UVB
rays and meet the requirements
of ANSI Z87.1-2015 Standard as
an Impact Rated spectacle

Secure, comfortable fit
with 3M™ Pressure Diffusion
Temple (PDT) Technology

Other lens color options
Clear

Anti-fog or anti-scratch
lens coating

Molded nose bridge

Grey

Amber

3M™ SecureFit™ Protective Eyewear 400 Series
PRODUCT NO.

3M ID NO.

LENS

SF401AF

70-0716-5095-9

Clear

COATING

Anti-fog

DESCRIPTION

UPC NO.

Anti-fog coating helps keep lenses
free of moisture in hot and humid
conditions.

100-78371-66211-7

70-0716-5096-7

Grey

Grey lenses perform best in outdoor
daytime work environments, similar
to lenses worn in non-work settings.

100-78371-66212-4

SF410AS

70-0716-5097-5

Indoor/
Outdoor Mirror

Indoor/Outdoor Mirror lenses help
reduce brightness and glare when
working both indoors
and outdoors.

100-78371-66213-1

SF401AF-FM

70-0716-7533-7

Clear

SF402AF

Anti-scratch

Anti-fog
SF402AF-FM

70-0716-7660-8

Grey

SF410AS-FM

70-0716-7638-4

Indoor/
Outdoor Mirror

SF-FOAM

70-0716-7534-5

Replacement
Foam Gasket

SF415AF

70-0716-5578-4

Clear Reader
+ 1.5

SF420AF

70-0716-5579-2

Clear Reader
+2.0

SF425AF

70-0716-5580-0

Clear Reader
+2.5

Anti-scratch

Removable foam-lined gasket helps
keep debris out of your workers
eyes while providing comfort
and cushioning.
Anti-scratch coating helps protect
lenses from scratches, nicks
and scrapes that can become
distractions.

–

Anti-fog

500-51131-27475-9

500-51131-27565-7

500-51131-27545-9
500-51131-27476-6

Designed for workers who have
difficulty reading small print or
are engaged in detail work,
magnifying +1.5, +2.0, +2.5 diopters
combining eye protection with
reading enhancement.
Grey lenses reduce brightness and
glare from the sun and are mainly for
outdoor daytime use.

100-78371-66512-5

100-78371-66513-2

100-78371-66514-9

3M™ SecureFit™ Protective Eyewear 200 Series
PRODUCT NO.

3M ID NO.

LENS

SF201AF

70-0716-4765-8

SF202AF

70-0716-4766-6

COATING

DESCRIPTION

UPC NO.

Clear

Anti-fog coating helps keep lenses
free of moisture in hot and humid
conditions.

100-78371-65717-5

Grey

Grey lenses perform best in outdoor
daytime work environments, similar
to lenses worn in non-work settings.

100-78371-65718-2

Amber lenses reduce interference
from blue light to improve contrast
and provide excellent UV protection.
Popular for inspection tasks, and hazy,
overcast or foggy days.
Never use for night driving.

100-78371-65719-9

Anti-fog

SF203AF

70-0716-4767-4

Amber

SF201AS

70-0716-4768-2

Clear

SF202AS

70-0716-4769-0

Grey

SF203AS

70-0716-4770-8

Amber

100-78371-65720-5

Anti-scratch

Anti-scratch coating helps protect
lenses from scratches, nicks
and scrapes that can become
distractions.

100-78371-65721-2

100-78371-65722-9

Early release
of 3 key SecureFit 600
products in February
2017. All will be
available May 2017.

3M™ SecureFit™ Protective Eyewear 600 Series

Early
Release

PRODUCT NO.

3M ID NO.

LENS

SF601SGAF

70071696069

COATING

DESCRIPTION

UPC NO.

Clear

Anti-fog coating helps workers see
clearer, longer.

50051131273370

Removable foam-lined gasket helps
keep debris out of your workers
eyes while providing comfort and
cushioning.

50051131273400

Early
Release

SF601SGAF-FM

70071696093

Clear with
Foam Gasket

Early
Release

SF602SGAF

70071696077

Grey

Similar to typical sunglasses, grey
lenses are popular in outdoor
daytime work environments.

50051131273387

70071696101

Grey with
Foam Gasket

Removable foam-lined gasket helps
keep debris out of your workers
eyes while providing comfort and
cushioning.

50051131273417

Amber lenses reduce interference
from blue light to improve contrast
and provide excellent UV protection.
Popular for inspection tasks, and hazy,
overcast or foggy days.
Never use for night driving.

50051131273394

Indoor/Outdoor Grey lenses help
reduce brightness and glare when
working both indoors and outdoors.

50051131273424

SF602SGAF-FM

SF603SGAF

70071696085

Amber

SF607SGAF

70071696119

Indoor/
Outdoor Grey

SF615SGAF

70071696168

Clear Reader +1.5

SF620SGAF

70071696176

Clear Reader +2.0

SF625SGAF

70071696184

Clear Reader +2.5

SF615GSGAF

70071696192

Grey Reader +1.5

SF620GSGAF

70071696200

Grey Reader +2.0

SF625GSGAF

70071696218

Grey Reader +2.5

SF601RAS

70071676897

Clear

SF602RAS

70071696051

Grey

Scotchgard
Anti-fog

™

Designed for workers who have
difficulty reading small print or
are engaged in detail work,
magnifying +1.5, +2.0, +2.5 diopters
and combining eye protection with
reading enhancement.
Grey lenses reduce brightness
and glare from the sun and are
mainly used for outdoor daytime
applications.

Rugged
anti-scratch

Rugged anti-scratch coating helps
extend the life of the lens.

Provides good visual sight and acuity
while absorbing UV and some IR.
Popular for wearing with welding
helmet.*

50051131273479
50051131273486
50051131273493
50051131273509
50051131273516
50051131273523
50051131273356
50051131273363

SF617AS

70071696135

Low IR

SF630AS

70071696143

Shade 3.0

SF650AS

70071696150

Shade 5.0

SF611AS

70071696226

Polarized

Polarized lenses reduce reflective
glare; commonly used in outdoor
applications.

50051131273530

SF613AS

70071696234

Photochromic

Lens darkens when exposed to UV
light outdoors, and lightens when
removed from UV exposure indoors.

50051131273547

SF600FI

70071696242

Replacement Foam Gasket

Anti-scratch

Predominantly used with other PPE
for cutting, brazing and soldering,
metal making, furnace work, and
open flame applications.*

50051131273448

50051131273455

50051131273462

50051131273554
* Additional personal protective equipment may be required.

3M™ SecureFit™ eyewear. Protection with options.
Choose features and lens options that best suit your workers and workplace needs. Options include
a range of lens colors, readers, 3M™ Scotchgard™ Anti-fog Coating, anti-scratch coatings and more.
All SecureFit protective eyewear features the proprietary self-adjusting 3M™ Pressure Diffusion Temple
Technology that helps provide a secure, snug fit, while not compromising comfort.
NEW

Features

SecureFit™ 200

SecureFit™ 400

SecureFit™ 600

3M™ Pressure Diffusion Temple (PDT) Technology
3M™ Scotchgard™ Anti-fog Coating
RAS Coating
Anti-scratch/Anti-fog Coating*
Reader Option (+1.5, +2.0, +2.5)
Dual lens design
Clear, Amber, Grey tints
I/O Grey
Photochromic
IR-Tints – LOW IR, Shade 3.0, Shade 5.0
Polarized
Optional foam-lined gasket
Robust frame
Soft temple tips
Soft nose bridge
Lightweight, less than 1 oz.
*Traditional anti-fog coatings provide both increased anti-scratch as well as anti-fog protection over uncoated polycarbonate lenses.

3M™ SecureFit™ 200

3M™ SecureFit™ 400

3M™ SecureFit™ 600

WARNING
These eye and face protection products help provide limited eye and face protection. Misuse or failure to follow warnings and User
Instructions may result in serious potential injury, including blindness or death. For proper use, selection and applications against flying
particles, optical radiation and/or splash, see supervisor, read User Instructions and warnings on the package or call 3M PSD Technical Service
in the USA at 800-243-4630. In Canada, call Technical Service at 800-267-4114.

Personal Safety Division
3M Center, Building 235-2W-70
St. Paul, MN 55144-1000

For more information
Technical Service: 1-800-243-4630
Customer Service: 1-800-328-1667
3M.com/workersafety
3M.com/securefit
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